GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
RAILWAY BOARD

No.TC-I/2020/109/SCR/Glranite  Date 30.07.2020

Principal Chief Commercial Manager
South Central Railway
Secunderabad

Sub: Acceptance of Weighment of granite slab weighed at static road weighbridge at Karimnagar and two other goods sheds

Ref: (i) Rates Master Circular/Weighment/2019/0
(ii) SCR’s letter no. C.613/Dev/Vol II dt.29.05.2020, dt.03.04.2020 and dt.04.06.2020

1.0 SCR, vide above reference, has proposed for acceptance of weighment done at static road weighbridge located outside the said goods sheds for purpose of loading of “Granite blocks undressed” (under 3.a of Group Bricks and stones of Goods Tariff no. 49) at Karimnagar, Gangadharara and Uppal goods sheds, and for preparation of Railway Receipts etc.

2.0 The same has been deliberated and approved on experimental basis for a period of one year, with quarterly review based on Zonal Railways report; subject to following terms and conditions:

a) Railway shall ensure that all documents of the said weighbridge are in order, including the calibration certificate etc from Dept of Legal meteorological.

b) Railway officers/supervisors of commercial, mechanical and operating dept shall conduct regular checks on the functioning, weighment and documentation of static road weighbridge, outside the goods shed premises.

c) The weighbridge shall stencil the weight in tonnes along-with code/number on each granite block.

d) The customer shall prepare duly signed and stamped detailed document containing its name, customer code, GSTIN details, number and weight of each block as stencilled on it. On basis of this, Goods clerk shall prepare a wagon-wise summary with details of slab no., tonnage for each block, details of blocks including block no. and tonnage loaded in each wagon, total tonnage in each wagon etc. FOIS/CRIS shall develop provision for entry of these details in TMS, so that data becomes retrievable and sortable. The data points/heads shall be provided by SCR to FOIS.

e) 5% of the rakes loaded shall be weighed at EIMWBs as sample checks.

f) SCR shall issue detailed procedure order detailing roles and responsibilities of each stakeholder, including- specify the goods shed and related static road weighbridge,
standard performas, list of weighbridge documents required, periodicity of inspections, modalities of sample weighment etc, and any other as deemed fit to serve the objective of preventing overloading.

g) SCR shall ensure proper upkeep of records, and send quarterly report to Railway Board, with remarks on functioning of this process, and point out if any discrepancy or loophole is observed or anticipated.

This shall be implemented w.e.f.01.09.2020 for a period of one year i.e. upto 31.08.2021, or till further advice, whichever is earlier.

This issues in consultation with Traffic Transportation directorate and with the concurrence of Finance directorate of Ministry of Railways.

(Shilpi Bishnoi)
Director Traffic Commercial (Rates)
Railway Board

No.TC-I/2020/109/SCR/Granite
Copy to:
PFA, All Zonal Railways
Dy.C&AG(Rlys), Rail Bhavan, New Delhi.

Date 30.07.2020

For Financial Commissioner(Railways)

No.TC-I/2020/109/SCR/Granite
Copy to:
PCCM, PCOM, all Zonal Railways
MD/CRIS, CAO/FOIS, GM(FOIS)/CRIS

Date 30.07.2020

Copy for information:
CRB, MT, FC, Railway Board
AM(C), AM(T), AM(R), PED(TT/M), PED(A/c), PED(Vig.), EDFM, ED(CC), ED(PG),
EDTT(S), EDTT(F), ED(Coal), EDFC, EDVT, OSD/MR, Railway Board